Abstract-Steganography of SPA is one of the important research subjects in the field of information security. And HSBH is an effective image hiding algorithm. It proves that SPA can detect HSBH algorithm in theory and experiment. This method not only can detect the existence of messages embedded by sequential or random replacement, but also can estimate the hiding capability. Experimental results show that the correct rate of detection is above 95% when the embedding rate p>3%..
I. INTROSUCTION
As the popularity of the Internet and the bandwidth increases rapidly, various data in digital form is transmitted over the Internet network. The transmitted data can be a digital representation of text, image, audio and video. In order to ensure the security of the data transmission over the Internet, data encryption and data hiding are two widely used techniques. Data encryption is a technique to protect data from illicit access by transforming important data into meaningless code, which the interceptors know where to obtain something valuable. Nevertheless, data hiding is different from data encryption as it hides the secret data into a meaningful host data to distract the attention of the observers. Recently, hiding data in images has become a hot research topic. The image used to camouflage the secret data is called cover-image while the cover-image with the secret data embedded in is called stego-image. Various techniques about image hiding were proposed. At the same time, some analysis technology is presented, such as χ 2 -statistical, RS and SPA. In this paper, through the analysis of using the SPA method to HSBH hiding algorithm, the experiment result shown that the HSBH can not resist the attacking of SPA..
II. HSBH ALGORITHM
HSBH algorithm is a high bit information hiding algorithm. It hides information to the four high bits, but not a fixed bit. It hides information to different high bits of carrier image according to Zn calculated by Logistic chaotic map as in (1) . As the chaotic map has strong randomness and initial value sensitivity, chaotic system has good cryptographic characteristics.
,if λ> 3.57, iterative sequence generated with an initial value Z0 is chaos. If the initial value Z0 has slight difference, generated sequence is entirely different. The sequence has uniform distribution in the interval (0,1) and without period. Based on these characteristics, (0,1) is equally divided into four sub-intervals .When embedding secret information bits, we will make sure bit place of carrier pixel in which secret bits will be embedded according to sub-interval.
Pixels which are suitable for high bit hiding are determined by parameters L k and r. L k is the number of intervals which pixels are suitable for high bit hiding and is calculated as in (2) . And r is the scope of gray value in the interval, namely the length of the interval.
Where k= (5, 6, 7, 8) , provided secret information is a gray image whose matrix is
, the size of the carrier image is N1 × N2. After embedding secret image, carrier image is called camouflage image which is written as 
represent respectively pixel value of corresponding place. To calculate easily , assuming M1= M2= M ， N1= N2=N. Table 1 is the range of fitting hiding; Equation 3 explains the corresponding changes of pixels in the eighth bit. 
III. SPA STEGANALYSIS

A. SPA Steganalysis Method
The principle of SPA method is based on finite-state machine theory. The states of finite-state machine are selected multisets of sample pairs. If sample pairs were drawn from images, there are some inherent relations. But after random embedding, these multisets will change, and it causes changes to these statistics relations. Assuming that the pixel value of an image is represented by the succession of samples s 1 , s 2 , · · · , s N , a sample pair means a two-tuple (si, sj), 1 ≤ i, j ≤ N. Let P be a set of sample pairs drawn from an image, then P can be seen as a multiset of two-tuples (u, v), where u and v are the values of two adjacent samples, 0
− 1, and b is the number of bits to represent each sample value. Denote by D n the submultiset of P that consists of sample pairs of the form (u, u + n) or (u + n, u), i.e., where n is a fixed integer, 0 ≤ n ≤ 2 b − 1. For natural images (normal signals), the probability for a sample pair in D 2m+1 to have a larger or smaller even component is the same, all the algorithms discussed in literature are based on this important assumption.
|X 2m+1 |=|Y 2m+1 | （4）
B. SPA Steganalysis to HSBH Algorithm
In HSBH algorithm, the embedded capability is higher when r=4. It will analysis the HSBH by SPA in r=1 and r=4 in the paper.
The finite-state machine in r=1 is as the figure 1: 
Through the equation (5) or (6) it can gain the value of embedding rate p .
In order to gain the more accurate value p , the assumption(4) is modified (7):
It can gain the formular (8)and (9).
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For improve the estimate precision, the hypothesis should be modified to (17) ,so a more reliable method is (17) , (18): 
